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A NEW TYPE FACE by GEORGE TRENHOLM for LINE COMPOSING MACHINES

I N T R O D U C E D b y I N T E RT Y P E

Cornell, with a friendly, refreshing personality, makes its bow to the British printer and
publisher. Cornell's designer, George Trenholm, has created for printing's palette this new
type face, unobtrusive in character, with a quiet, easy readability, with an evenness of colour
now so frequently sought for in the modern book page, and with a splendid legibility for a
wide diversity of periodical and jobbing work. Subtle change of stroke from thick to thin,
carefully considered distribution of weight, and a confident serif formation, help to impart
to Cornell an appearance undoubtedly modern. Cornell italic is spirited, yet a sympathetic
companion to the roman; restrained, yet warm in feeling. Used alone, its clean, even colour
and roundness make it as readable as the roman. Cornell, designed for present-day papers and
processes, is eminently suitable for letterpress, gravure and offset. Cornell is cut by Intertype
on double letter matrices, and so is coupled with the impressive advantages of the Intertype
System of economical direct keyboard composition, this shows the twelve point size
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w i t h I t a l i c a n d s m a l l c a p i t a l s

S e t s o U d I G H T P O I N T
Tiik simplicity and easy readability of Cornell is
achieved by good design that is at once interesting
without being afFcclcd. A casual reader can scan page
after page of Cornell without consciousness of observ
ing any disturbing factors, and only subconsciously be
aware of a friendly ease of reading. And yet, the dis
tinctive notes arc there, to be discovered, perhaps, on
close inspection, only by the eye of the connoisseur.

The most noticeable, certainly, is in the b, d, p «ind
q. Trenholm has made the bowls of these letters not
near-circles but distinct ovals, and set them at an
angle with the stems they join. This leaves a spirited
angle where bowl joins stem; an artistic note that is
repeated in the swell of the curves from the stems of
the h, m and n. Readers will welcome the distinction
between the c and e, due principally to the low place
ment of the bar of the latter and its open bowl.

The set of Cornell appears very slightly narrow, not
by condcming the letters, which really are rather
wide, but by fitting them into each other snugly both
for smooth readability and unity of composition.
Words become integral, not mere groups of letters.
The round letters have considerable openness, and
those with parallel stems like m, n, u and h are cor
respondingly open.
Cast on nine point body

The capitals, aside from their pleasing width, give
occasion for comment. Notable chiefly is the slight
curve of the horizontals in the B and D. This im
parts a delicate grace that helps to relieve what might
otherwise tend to severity. The stems of the M are
slightly splayed. The Q is particularly felicitous in the
almost i ta l ic format ion of i ts ta i l .

In general, though many identifying features of
Cornell have been inspired by oldstyle forms, the serif
structure, drawn with much subtle feeling, adroitly
uneven and far from any straight-line rigidity, is un
questionably modern, and so is the definite sense of
squareness in mass.

The colour in mass is strong without the least sense
of heaviness, and even in small sizes the capitals and
lower case blend into a pleasing smooth grey, weighty
enough for hard papers, not too heavy for soft ones.

In Cornell, George Trenholm has succeeded in pro
jecting a blend of elements that is entirely original,
while preserving that essential utility in the fount
which is requisite to a face intended for broad appli
cation. Cornell has no prototype. It is not based on
any so-called classical design—some of its more

S e t s o l i d T E N P O I N T
The simplicity and easy readability of Cornell is
achieved by good design that is at once interesting with
out being affected. A casual reader can scan page after
page of Cornell without consciousness of observing any
disturbing factors, and only subconsciously be aware of a
friendly ease of reading. And yet, the distinctive notes are
there, to be discovered, perhaps, on close inspection, only
by the sensitive eye of a connoisseur.

The most noticeable, certainly, is in the b, d, p and q.
Trenho lm has made the bowls o f these le t te rs no t near -
circles but distinct ovals, and set them at an angle with
the stems they join. This leaves a spirited angle where
bowl joins stem; an artistic note that is repeated in the
swell of the curves from the stems of the h, m and n.
Readers will welcome the distinction between the c and
e, due principally to the low placement of the bar of the
latter and its extremely open bowl.

The set of Cornell appears very slightly narrow, not by
condensing the letters, which really are rather wide, but
by fitting them into each other snugly both for smooth
readability and unity of composition. Words become in
tegral, not mere groups of letters. The round letters have
considerable openness, and those with parallel stems like
m, n, u and h are correspondingly open.
Cast on eleven point body

The capitals, aside from their pleasing width, give
occasion for comment. Notable chiefly is the slight curve
of the horizontals in the B and D. This imparts a delicate
grace that helps to relieve what might otherwise tend to
severity. The stems of the M are slightly splayed. The Q
is particularly felicitous in the almost italic formation of
its tail. In general, though many identifying features of
Cornell have been inspired by oldstyle forms, the serif
structure, drawn with much subtle feeling, adroitly un
even and far from any straight-line rigidity, is unques
tionably modern, and so is the definite sense of square
ness in mass. The colour in mass is strong without the
least sense of heaviness, and even in small sizes the capi
tals and lower case blend into a pleasing smooth grey,
weighty enough for hard papers, not too heavy for soft
ones. In Cornell, George Trenholm has succeeded in pro
jecting a blend of elements that is entirely original, while
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E L E V E N P O I N T Cast on twelve point body
One of the impressive features of the Intertype System partic
ularly attractive to the publisher and printer for the setting
of fine books, periodicals and general printed work, is the
sheer economy of completing in type form a single page or
many thousands of pages.

The actual keyboard setting of the type lines is performed
by the operator at a pace governed only by his skilful finger
ing, for the machine itself is capable of an operating speed
beyond that of the most experienced and expert operator.
The publisher or the printer examining this system will
readily and without need of persuasion assure himself of its
rapid pace of type setting. Nor will he fail to become aware
of the steps to immediate economy when observing that each
line of type, in a matter of moments following its setting at
the keyboard, is automatically cast by the mechanism of the
machine itself, without requiring the control of the keyboard
operator or the attendance of an additional operator.

The casting of limitless formes of type proceeds at the same
time as the operator is setting. No interval of time occurs be
tween setting and casting. No additional casting machine is
required. The two operations of setting and casting are per
formed a t the same t ime on the same machine whi le the
single operator attends to the keyboard operating.

The thousands of ens in the automatically cast lines of
type may be lifted from the machine galley at any time dur
ing the progress of the type setting, because the lines first set
by the operator are also the first to be cast by the machine.
The making up of a portion of the work may therefore be
commenced soon after the setting has begun.

The obvious ease and safety with which the Intertype one-
piece lines of type are handled greatly facilitate speed in the
making up of the lines into the completed type forme^ and
considerable time economy is also evident here.

Corrections, made as they are with this System at the same
high speed as the original setting, are more quickly and eco
nomically completed. The avoidance of re-spacing corrected
lines and of overrunning corrected matter by hand, of resort
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for economicaly direct keyboard composition

Intertype wide tooth matrices
A L S O R U N O N O T H E R L I N E C O M P O S I N G M A C H I N E S



C H A R A C T E R S H O W I N G O F C o r n e l l
D O U B L E L E T T E R M A T R I C E S

E I G H T P O I N T

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 1234567890 FaceNo.E2339 Figure size-0553
ABCDEFCHI]KLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 1234567890 Lower case alphabet length 104 points

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxj'z abcdefghijklmnopqrsluvwxyz Standard alignment
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ &&£

T E N P O I N T

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 1234567890
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 1234567890

abcdcfghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ &&£

Face No. HI876 Figure size'0692
Lower case alphabet length 124 points
Standard alignment

E L E V E N P O I N T

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 1234567890 FaceNo.E874 Figure size-0761
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 1234567890

J J 1 * J . . I 7 S t a n d a r d a l i g n m e n t
abcderghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz abcdefgnijklmnopqrstuvwxijz

ABCDHFGHIJKIMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ &&£

T W E L V E P O I N T

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 1234567890
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 1234567890

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ &&£

FaceNo. E2029 Figure size'083
Lower case alphabet length 146 points
Standard alignment

Additional characters contained in regular fount
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